
 
 

Title: Bristol Downs 

Judges Assessment: Level 4 

The Judges comments: 

Angie Adams wrote: 

This was an interesting film, which I warmed to, but it is possibly a little too long.  As a viewer I felt it on the 

sped-up walking device, once established you might have been able to get away with less of it?  The use of 

super-imposed architecture sequences was nice  e.g. during the mill, and aided viewer understanding 

But then little incongruities started to nag a little bit - curious that the artist's canvas was a framed artwork 

with string & gum tape.   

Have you got permission to use Shaun the Sheep in the way you did? The gavel sound, sounding like a spring, 

the slight loss of sync [13:37] These little questions caused me to lose focus on the story. 

I'm not convinced that all of the interesting things about the downs are interesting enough to sustain a ten 

minute film, but enjoyed the frequent appearances of Jolyon Wolfin.  However, the joke did start to feel 

somewhat laboured by the end.   

I appreciated the effort and love that went into the film, puppetry included.  It did feel like it had taken a lot of 

work, and I felt a bit worn out in sympathy by the end.  

Audio 

I found all the extraneous noise a challenge to hear the voice over, over. Consider using a pop-shield when 

recording the narrative to suppress the sibilance. 

Credits 

Check that your names etc. have all got the right capitalisation, I noticed a few in the end credits, and graphical 

alignment was a bit haphazard.  Arguably the credit roll was too quick to take in the names. 

Alan Colegrave ARPS BPE FACI wrote: 

.This was a history documentary with a difference. In general, this different style of production worked well. 

However, I felt sometimes the styles / techniques were overdone. Was it a little too long? Some may say so. 

Whatever the production worked well. I wonder if it may work better in two parts 

Tim Stannard AACI wrote: 

An imaginative way to impart some facts about the area of the title, clearly influenced by the likes of Monty 

Python, The Goodies and Horrible Histories. The humourous style will no doubt split audiences though this 

particular judge enjoyed it. My only criticism of the humour is it occasionally detracted from or was tangential 

to the message - for example the scene measuring using the stick leaves the viewer with no real understanding 

as to whether Romans used a 5 foot measure where we would use miles/kilometres.   

The sped up footage of the mother and son moving from location to location helps overcome the possible 

confusion that may result from cuts of several very similar locations (eg the merestones) whilst also providing 

sufficient padding to give time for the voice-over. Nevertheless, during the "merestones" segment I did find my 

mind wandering as the visuals were all  rather samey and the narration involved rather a lot of facts and 

figures. I would have liked this punctuated by maps - perhaps an animated one tracing the companions' path 

among the stones and simple map of the Downs, showing the Saxon estates, the Medieval manors, then the 



parishes that the stones separate. Having said that, I did enjoy the sheep although I think they might have 

been more effectively introduced when stating the University's obligation to bring sheep every five years. The 

rest of the film was much better illustrated with a variety of suitable visuals. 

The main protagonists play their parts well (especially the mother and Christabel Pankhurst) and the script is 

lively and presumably accurate. It looks like some (or all) of the voices have been dubbed - perhaps the original 

audio was not of sufficiently good quality.  Whilst this is not ideal, it is preferable to not being able to hear the 

dialogue clearly. 

Photography is adequate with image quality variable - never bad, but differences are noticeable with some 

shots softer than others. Similarly, composition could be improved on some shots (for example 1:36 mother 

and son are shown far to the left of the image which is absolutely correct as it allows space for the "think 

bubble", but we return to that framing after the two-shot). Shot angles did not show as much imagination as 

the script and the edit. 

The film is edited in a lively manner but the real fun is in the compositing which ranges from the "simple" 

plonking of cartoon sheep (complete with "plop" and "baa" sounds) to the excellent composite of the 

observatory. Credits contain a number of surnames incorrectly capitalised. The editor has complete control 

over this and there is not really any excuse for this slipping through the net. (However, I do realise we live in 

the real world and credits are often added as a rush job at the last minute) 

Extensive use is made throughout of sound effects which enhance the action (usually comedic) but never get 

in the way of the narrative. Ambient sound throughout helps tie the piece together audio-wise and music, 

where used, is appropriate and understated. 

All in all an enjoyable and at times very silly film which has increased my knowledge of an area of the county I 

know little about. Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

  

Grade Definitions 

Level 5  
An excellent production demonstrating high levels of creative and technical ability. It will be appealing to the audience 
and all round very satisfying to watch 
 
Level 4  
The film maker will have demonstrated a good grasp of the art of cinematography and have told a good story. Technically 
it will be very good although there may be occasional minor lapses which let it down. 
 
Level 3  
Films at this level show a reasonable level of competency but lack sufficient creativity and/or technique. Attention to 
detail within editing, such as loose cutting, poor continuity or variable sound quality/mixing may occasionally be an issue.   
 
Level 2  
The film maker is on a learning curve and whilst some techniques are demonstrated others have yet to be fully developed. 
Work in progress, but on the way. 
 
Level 1  
There is much to learn and the basic skills have yet to be applied - the viewers interest is unlikely to be maintained for 
very long. 

 


